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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

As of 4:30 AM CDT 

Corn: 2 to 4 lower 

Wheat: 6 to 8 lower 

Soybeans: 2 to 4 lower 

Soy Meal 2.5 to 3.0 lower 

Soy Oil: 10 to 15 higher 

 

Weather:   There is a ridge off the 
West Coast, a trough in the West and Central, and another ridge off the East Coast. The western portion of the 
trough will become cutoff by Tuesday and slowly work eastward through the rest of the week. The system will 
ingest Tropical Storm Zeta as it does so. A ridge will build behind it in the West. A series of weaker troughs will 
keep a more progressive look to the pattern for next week. The U.S. and European models are in fair agreement 
through the period so I will use a blend of the models. For the outlook period, temperatures on Saturday will be 
near to below normal in the South and East and above normal in the West and Northern Plains. Temperatures 
will gradually warm through the period, especially across the Central U.S. A couple of systems will bring showers 
to the Pacific Northwest, but very little shower activity is expected in the extended period. -DTN 

TROPICS: Tropical Storm Zeta was located near 18.7 north latitude and 84.3 west longitude at 4am CT Monday 
with maximum sustained winds of 70 mph. The storm is expected to become a hurricane prior to landfall on the 
northeastern Yucatan near Cancun Monday. The system will quickly move through the Gulf of Mexico Tuesday 
and Wednesday, making landfall in Louisiana Wednesday afternoon or evening. The system will bring heavy 
rainfall to the Delta, Southeast, and portions of the Midwest as it combines with a cutoff system and moves 
northeast in the latter half of the week. -DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (CORN/LIVESTOCK): Bands of snow moved through the region over the weekend, 
including moderate snow across Wyoming and South Dakota. Temperatures fell near to below zero in some 
instances, putting pastures toward or into dormancy and stressing livestock. After a couple of very cold days 
early this week, temperatures will rebound back above normal over the weekend, melting the majority of the 
snow. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (CORN/WINTER WHEAT/LIVESTOCK): A system brought snow to the north 
over the weekend. Showers spread south Sunday night into Monday morning, including periods of moderate 
snow and ice, and will continue south of Nebraska through Thursday before the system finally moves eastward. 
Temperatures below freezing will cause damage or push winter wheat toward dormancy, especially for less 
snow-covered areas, and stress livestock. Temperatures will fall to the teens as far south as the Texas 
Panhandle and be much warmer in the southeastern Plains, where a combination of ample moisture and above 
freezing temperatures will be beneficial for developing winter wheat. The several days of moisture should be an 
overall benefit over drought-stressed areas and immature wheat, despite the cold. Temperatures will rise over 
the weekend. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): Moderate showers fell across the east while moderate snow fell in the 
northwest this weekend. Scattered showers will spread across the region early this week, including snow on the 
north side of the band of showers as far south as Missouri and central Illinois on Monday. Recent showers have 
been a boost to soil moisture for winter wheat but have caused harvest and fieldwork delays. A storm system will 
spread tropical moisture through the southeast half of the region Wednesday and Thursday, cutting further into 
deficits. Warmer temperatures will overspread the region over the weekend and into next week. -DTN 

The Stories of the Day: 

CA a tough 24 hours yet to go https://www.msn.com/en-
us/weather/topstories/high-winds-dry-air-low-humidity-combine-to-
create-dangerous-fire-weather-event-for-california-through-
tuesday/ar-BB1anZ9a?li=BBnb7Kz  
Covid surging in France https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/the-
latest-expert-france-has-lost-control-of-the-virus/ar-
BB1aohRa?li=BBnb7Kz  
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/topstories/high-winds-dry-air-low-humidity-combine-to-create-dangerous-fire-weather-event-for-california-through-tuesday/ar-BB1anZ9a?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/topstories/high-winds-dry-air-low-humidity-combine-to-create-dangerous-fire-weather-event-for-california-through-tuesday/ar-BB1anZ9a?li=BBnb7Kz
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DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON): Scattered showers fell across the region on Friday with drier weather over the 
weekend. The showers may have caused some brief fieldwork and harvest delays. Showers will increase as 
Tropical Storm Zeta approaches on Tuesday, with moderate to heavy rain on Wednesday and into Thursday, 
which will likely produce further delays and potential quality issues on cotton. Dry weather looks to return for the 
following week. -DTN 

SOUTHEAST (COTTON): Scattered moderate showers fell on Saturday, causing fieldwork and harvest delays. 
Showers will increase as Tropical Storm Zeta approaches on Tuesday, with moderate to heavy rain on 
Wednesday and Thursday, which will likely produce further delays and potential quality issues on cotton. Dry 
weather looks to return for the following week. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): Periods of showers will continue for the middle of the country over the 
next week. With the showers being scattered in nature, fieldwork and planting will continue to show some good 
progress over the next week. Moderate showers late Sunday will continue on Monday across the south, 
benefiting full-season corn. -DTN 

ARGENTINA (WINTER WHEAT/CORN/SOYBEANS): Moderate to heavy showers fell across central and 
northern areas this weekend. Showers have become a little more widespread and heavy recently, benefiting 
developing winter wheat and boosting soil moisture for emerging corn and soybeans. There is still a long ways to 
go to end the drought and light to moderate showers Tuesday and Wednesday across central growing areas 
may be the only showers the country sees for the following week. -DTN  

EUROPE (CORN/WINTER WHEAT): Scattered showers fell across most of the continent over the weekend but 
were lighter and more isolated across the north. Overall conditions have been very favorable for developing 
winter grains, though planting has been a little more difficult due to the showers. Much of the continent will be in 
the storm path through the week, though less shower activity is expected in the southeast. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (CORN/SUNFLOWERS/WINTER WHEAT): Scattered showers fell across the north, 
but most areas were drier than expected this weekend, continuing the dryness and drought concerns for winter 
wheat. The dryness continues this week with some chance at isolated showers at the back end of the week and 
weekend. Average first frosts occur in northern areas at the start of November and over southern areas at the 
end of November. The region is running out of time for building adequate root zones before winter. -DTN 

NORTHERN AFRICA (WINTER WHEAT): Isolated showers occurred over the weekend and will continue 
through the front half of the week. Recent showers have boosted soil moisture prior to winter wheat planting, but 
more are needed. Especially as the forecast looks drier for the following week. -DTN 

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (LIVESTOCK): Isolated showers fell over the weekend but temperatures near to below 
zero Fahrenheit have likely caused pastures to go dormant and stress livestock. Temperatures well below 
normal will rise back above normal come this weekend. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT/CANOLA/COTTON/SORGHUM): Widespread moderate to heavy showers 
occurred over eastern areas this weekend, boosting soil moisture for filling wheat and canola and establishing 
cotton and sorghum. Scattered showers continue through much of this week. In contrast, western areas have 
seen below normal rainfall and likely reduced yield potential for wheat and canola. -DTN 

CHINA (CORN/SOYBEANS/WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED): Conditions in the Northeast and North China Plain 
favor harvest, fieldwork, and winter grains planting. Drier conditions for much of the next week will continue to 
benefit fieldwork activities, but moisture would be welcome in the North China Plain for developing winter grains. 
-DTN 

INDIA (SUGARCANE/RICE/COTTON/SOYBEANS/WINTER WHEAT): Recent late-season showers across the 
southern half of the country have disrupted some of the maturing soybean and cotton crops. Showers are 
becoming more isolated this week and will benefit maturing crops and harvest activities. Winter wheat areas in 
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the northwest and Pakistan have dry weather with favorable soil moisture, planting conditions, and irrigation 
reserves. -DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian December Palm Oil up 71 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange closed mixed Jan corn up 11 to the Yuan, Jan beans up 62, Jan Meal down 
2, Jan bean oil up 66 

• Asian Equity markets were mixed to lower Nikkei down .1%, China’s Shanghai down .8% 

• European Equity markets start lower German Dax down 2.4%, London FTSE 100 down .5% 

• MATIF markets are mixed Jan Corn up 3.25 to the Euro, Feb Rapeseed down 1.50, Dec Wheat up 1.0     

• Save the Date…Oct 29th…first reading of US 3Q GDP…expected up 31.8%        

• Save the Date…Nov 3rd…US Election Day 

• Save the Date…Nov 6th…US monthly jobs reports  

• Save the Date…Nov 10th…USDA S&Ds  

• UN making push to control E. Africa’s locust outbreak by year’s end 
https://www.voanews.com/africa/fao-pushes-control-east-africa-locust-invasion-years-end  

• Brexit 66 days, plenty of high hurdles https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/curb-the-brexit-
enthusiasm-the-hurdles-are-still-high/2020/10/26/75ecb3e6-1763-11eb-8bda-
814ca56e138b_story.html  

• Future war landscapes playing out in Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict https://www.msn.com/en-
us/news/world/attack-drones-dominating-tanks-as-armenia-azerbaijan-conflict-showcases-the-future-
of-war/ar-BB1aoz3W?li=BBnb7Kz  

• China to release their 14th 5 year economic expectation to focus on high tech 
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/chinese-leaders-focus-tech-make-year-plan-73829460   

• China will impose unspecified sanctions on the defense unit of Boeing Co., Lockheed Martin Corp., and 
Raytheon Technologies Corp. after the U.S. approved $1.8 billion in arms sales to Taiwan last week. -
Bloomberg  

• Our guesses for tonight’s crop updates, Winter wheat 90% planted, good/excellent will be at 49%, corn 
75% harvested and beans 90% harvested  

• CFTC said as of the close of 10/20 the MM Funds were long 49,728 wheat, long 218,825 corn, long 
231,892 beans, long 81,624 meal and long 82,034 bean oil  

Commentary:   

Counting today, 8 more days of campaigns and finally the vote in the US Presidential election. Let us just say it 
is time to buckle up and prepare for a wild ride. Macro markets as well as grain markets going into the end of the 
month/end of the week on Friday combined with a Blue Full Moon over the weekend and Halloween on Saturday 
and Mexico’s Day of the Dead celebrations (we know Day of the Dead is not scary but we are trying to fill space 
here) should keep the market in a defensive crouch. In macro market world we start the week thinking that 
progress toward a new relief package in the US is stalling. Grain market rallies to keep from stalling will have to 
start the week with renewed Chinese demand, if not a slow grind back lower should be expected. 606 in WZ, CZ 
at 414 and SX at 1063 one could/should expect early week test of this minor support levels. If these areas are 
breached, we could see long spec liquidation deepen going into the weekend. Weather forecast throughout the 
week for Russia’s winter crops and S. America spring crops will be closely watched this week, we might even 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/curb-the-brexit-enthusiasm-the-hurdles-are-still-high/2020/10/26/75ecb3e6-1763-11eb-8bda-814ca56e138b_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/curb-the-brexit-enthusiasm-the-hurdles-are-still-high/2020/10/26/75ecb3e6-1763-11eb-8bda-814ca56e138b_story.html
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have a late season frost to deal with in minor growing areas of Argentina. Speaking of frost as we type 19 
degrees in the TX Panhandle, while we do not expect any damage an early end to the fall growing season would 
not be good given how poor the fall planting season has gone to date in HRW areas.  

Tropical event Zeta a mid-week gulf event?    

 

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 
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